
Alaska Airlines Change Flight: Fees &
Refund
Travel plans can change unexpectedly, requiring you to modify your itinerary.
Understanding the flight change policy of airlines like Alaska Airlines is essential, as
it helps you manage your bookings without unnecessary stress or confusion. This
article delves into Alaska Airlines' policy on flight changes, including any associated
fees and the refund process, all explained in simple terms to assist you in navigating
these adjustments with ease.

Overview of Alaska Airlines Flight Change Policy
Alaska Airlines offers flexible options for changing flights, catering to the
unpredictable nature of travel plans. Whether you need to change the date,
destination, or time of your flight, Alaska Airlines provides several avenues to
accommodate these changes.

Types of Tickets and Change Fees

1. Saver Fares:
● Saver fares are Alaska Airlines' most economical ticket option. While these

tickets offer the lowest prices, they are also the most restrictive. You cannot
change a Saver fare ticket once the initial 24-hour period after booking has
passed. If you need maximum flexibility, you may want to consider a different
fare type.

2. Main Cabin Fares:
● Tickets purchased in the Main Cabin can be changed with more flexibility.

Alaska Airlines has eliminated change fees permanently for Main Cabin and
First Class fares, except for Saver fares. However, while there are no change
fees, you will need to pay any difference in fare if the new flight is more
expensive than the original booking.

3. First Class Fares:
● Similar to Main Cabin fares, First Class tickets are also free from change fees.

This allows more luxury and flexibility, with passengers only needing to cover
the fare difference if applicable.

How to Change Alaska Airlines Flight?



Changing your flight with Alaska Airlines can be done conveniently online or with
assistance from customer service. Here's a step-by-step guide to how to change
Alaska Airlines flights to both methods:

Online Changes:
Changing your flight online is quick and user-friendly, accessible through Alaska
Airlines’ website or mobile app. Here’s how you can do it:

● Log In to Your Account: Visit the Alaska Airlines website or open their mobile
app. Enter your credentials to log into your account.

● Access Your Trips: Once logged in, navigate to the "Trips" or "My Trips"
section. Here, you’ll find a list of your upcoming flights.

● Select the Flight You Want to Change: Find the specific flight you wish to
change and select the option to modify it. This could be labeled as “Change
Flight” or something similar.

● Choose Your New Flight: You will be presented with alternative flight options.
Browse through these and select the one that best fits your new travel plans.
The system will show you the differences in fares between your current flight
and the new choice.

● Pay Any Fare Differences: If the new flight is more expensive, you will need to
pay the difference. This can typically be done using a credit card through the
website or app.

● Confirm Your Changes: Once you’ve selected your new flight and settled any
required payments, confirm the changes. You will receive a confirmation email
with the details of your new flight booking.

Via Customer Service:
If you prefer personalized assistance or have specific requirements that the website
or app cannot address, contacting Alaska Airlines’ customer service is a great
option.

● Contact Customer Service: You can find the customer service phone number
+1-855-200-0640 on the Alaska Airlines website. Make sure to have your
booking information handy to expedite the process.

● Provide Your Details: Once connected with a customer service representative,
provide them with your booking details and explain the changes you need.

● Discuss Flight Options: The representative will help you find new flight options
and inform you about any potential fare differences or additional fees.

● Finalize the Change: Once you agree on a new flight, the representative will
help you finalize the changes. They can also assist with any special requests,
such as seat assignments or adding services.

● Confirmation: After the changes are made, you will receive a confirmation via
email. Ensure you keep this for your records.
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Both methods provide a reliable way to change your flight, giving you the flexibility to
choose the one that best suits your needs. Whether you opt for the convenience of
online changes or the personalized touch of customer service, Alaska Airlines makes
the process as smooth as possible.

Fee Waivers and Special Circumstances

No Change Fees for First Class and Main Cabin
Alaska Airlines provides a generous policy for First Class and Main Cabin
passengers, allowing changes without a standard change fee. This policy is
particularly beneficial for travelers who need flexibility in their travel plans.

Key Points:
● Fare Difference: Although there is no fee for changing the flight per se for First

Class and Main Cabin fares, passengers must pay the difference if the new
flight costs more than the original booking. This is common in the airline
industry and is something to consider when changing to a flight that might be
in higher demand or closer to the departure date.

● Same-Day Changes: It’s important to note that same-day changes are not
covered under the no-change fee policy. These changes typically incur a fee
unless you hold elite status or meet certain conditions that might allow for a
waiver.

Coordination with the No-Show Policy
Alaska Airlines’ change policy is closely tied to its no-show policy. To avoid penalties,
here are some important considerations:

● Change Before Departure: You must make any necessary changes to your
flight before its scheduled departure. Failing to do so will result in being
marked as a "no-show," which has significant consequences.

● No-Show Penalties: If marked as a no-show, you won’t receive travel credits or
refunds, and your entire reservation could be canceled. This emphasizes the
importance of timely changes or cancellations to your booking.

Guidelines for Managing Flight Changes
Here are some practical tips to manage your flight changes smoothly with Alaska
Airlines:

● Check Flight Prices: Before initiating a change, check the price difference
between your current flight and the new one. This will help you understand the
additional costs involved.



● Contact Customer Service for Same-Day Changes: If you need to make a
same-day flight change, it’s wise to contact Alaska Airlines customer service
to understand the specific fees and options available.

● Understand the Terms of Your Fare: Familiarize yourself with the specific
terms and conditions of the fare type you purchased. This knowledge can
save you from unexpected fees and help you make informed decisions.

● Use Online Tools: Make changes through the Alaska Airlines website or
mobile app for convenience. These platforms provide a straightforward way
to manage bookings and often give you a clear view of additional costs.

● Plan Ahead: If possible, make changes well in advance of your departure date.
This can reduce the likelihood of higher fare differences and give you more
options for alternate flights.

By understanding these aspects of Alaska Airlines' flight change policy, you can
better navigate the process and ensure a more flexible and stress-free travel
experience. Whether you are traveling in First Class or Main Cabin, knowing how to
manage your flight changes can significantly enhance your journey.

Refund Policy
If you change to a cheaper flight or cancel your flight and book a new one at a lower
rate, Alaska Airlines will issue a refund for the difference as a travel credit, which can
be used for future travel. This credit typically has an expiration date, so be sure to
note when it must be used.

Refunds for Cancellations:
● If you decide to cancel your flight instead of changing it, the type of ticket you

originally purchased will determine if you are eligible for a refund. Main Cabin
and First Class fares may receive a refund or travel credit, depending on the
circumstances of the cancellation.

Conclusion
Alaska Airlines' policy on flight changes is designed to provide passengers with
flexibility and peace of mind. By understanding these policies, you can make
informed decisions about your travel plans, ensuring that changes are handled
smoothly and without excessive fees. Whether you opt for online management or
customer support assistance, Alaska Airlines facilitates a straightforward process
for modifying your travel itinerary.


